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Around the world, increasing numbers of people are attending informal science events,
often ones that are part of multi-event festivals that cross cultural boundaries. For the
researchers who take part, and the organizers, evaluating the events’ success, value,
and effectiveness is hugely important. However, the use of traditional evaluation methods such as paper surveys and formal structured interviews poses problems in informal,
dynamic contexts. In this article, we draw on our experience of evaluating events that
literally took place in a field, and discuss evaluation methods we have found to be simple
yet useful in such situations.
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Around the world, people come “in their droves” (Durant et al., 2016) (p. 1) to a panoply of informal
science events. “Informal” encompasses a wide range of types of event (Bauer and Jensen, 2011),
locations, and sizes of activity, from 30 people in a bar for a café scientifique (Grand, 2015), families
in a park (Bultitude and Sardo, 2012) or thousands packing a science stand-up show in a theater
(Infinite Monkey Cage Live, 2016).
About two-thirds of British survey respondents (n = 1,749) (Castell et al., 2014) and two-fifths
of Australian respondents (n = 1,020) (Searle, 2014) said they had attended a science-related leisure
or cultural activity in 2014. The favored kind of activity depends on local culture; in the UK it
often involves visiting a nature reserve, museum, or science center (Castell et al., 2014), whereas in
Australia people are more likely to have attended a talk or lecture (Searle, 2014).
Although attending science festivals remains a relatively niche activity, nevertheless, Bultitude
et al. (2011) noted a marked acceleration in the growth of science festivals in the early 2000s. The
scope of science festivals varies hugely, from week-long festivals that cover a city and draw on a
multiplicity of performance modes, to small-scale, 1- or 2-day events (Wiehe, 2014) to the inclusion
of science-themed activities in arts and cultural festivals (Venugopal and Featherstone, 2014; Sardo
and Grand, 2016).
Clearly, the more events, of whatever size, exist, the more scientists are likely to participate, and
with participation comes the need to consider its effectiveness and value (HEFCE, 2014; ARC,
2016). The primary purpose of evaluation is to support this assessment; to consider the qualities of a
program or project, and to derive lessons for one or more stakeholders (A CAISE, 2017).
That is not to say that meeting stakeholders’ requirements, although often fundamental, is the
only benefit of evaluation, especially given that in recent years the burden on evaluation has grown to
include demands that it demonstrate how scientists’ work is making a difference, and offer evidence
of social and other impacts (Watermeyer, 2012; King et al., 2015). Stilgoe et al. (2014) deprecate
the tendency to focus on the “how” of engagement and not enough on the “why”; suggesting that
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evaluations fail to consider broad questions and implications of
engagement activities. Wilkinson and Weitkamp (2016) argue
the same concern more positively, suggesting that high-quality
evaluation can do more than assess; it can promote innovation,
change, and development and is vital if scientists wish to systematically and critically reflect on the process of their engagement
(Neresini and Bucchi, 2011). In short, evaluation should enable scientists to understand “which aspects of an experience are working,
in what ways, for which audiences and why” (Jensen, 2015) (p. 7).
For evaluations to meet such multi-faceted demands requires
considerable expertise (King et al., 2015; Illingworth, 2017).
Evaluation design can suffer from limited theorization and limited evidence on the effectiveness of different methods of engagement (Wortley et al., 2016). Jensen (2014, 2015) is one of the
most formidable critics of the use of poor-quality and outmoded
methods which, he argues, even when used by well-resourced
organizations, can result in poor data and erroneous conclusions.
Choosing appropriate methods that will enable an evaluation to
meet its objectives is not always straightforward, given the subtle
interplay of objectives, communication medium, and audiences
(Cooke et al., 2017).
The best evaluation, especially if researchers intend to use
it to demonstrate the impact of their research, calls for robust
objectives, and a commitment to choosing appropriate methods.
It goes beyond head counts, or using intuition and “visual impressions and informal chats” (Neresini and Bucchi, 2011) (p. 70) to
decide whether audiences’ experiences are worthwhile (Jensen,
2015). Understanding audiences’ emotional and intellectual
engagement (Illingworth, 2017) is part of the process that enables researchers to monitor actual against hoped-for outcomes,
understand whether they have achieved their objectives and plot
a route to improvement (Friedman, 2008; NCCPE, 2016; Burchell
et al., 2017).
When planning evaluation, it is vital to consider the audiences
and the most appropriate ways of engaging them (Wellcome
Trust, 2017). The first step is often to consider when to evaluate.
Evaluation is frequently “summative”; participants reflect afterward on their experience of the whole process. But “formative”
evaluation can be equally useful; reflection before and during an
event can identify if an event is unfolding as planned, what is
affecting the progress of the event and what changes can be made
in-action to increase the chances of success (Mathison, 2005).
How to evaluate—what methods to use—also needs careful
consideration. Good online resources are readily available (Spicer,
2017). The evaluators’ aim should always be to gather robust and
reliable data but there is no one right way; the choice depends
on the event’s objectives. If, for example, one of the objectives
is to reach overlooked audiences, then quantitative data on the
numbers, age, sex, or ethnicity of participants are called for. If,
however, the objective is to access participants’ observations,
understanding, insights, and experiences (Tong et al., 2007) then
qualitative data are needed. Although qualitative research methods are sometimes distrusted and regarded as being unreliable and
anecdotal (Johnson and Waterfield, 2004), their interdisciplinary
character and variety support the study of phenomena in natural
settings and the capturing of subtleties, variation, and variety in
people’s responses (Charmaz, 2006).
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We suggest that where matters equally; that the setting of an
event has a profound influence on the way an event is evaluated.
Methods must not only suit the audience but also the context.
Formal methods (e.g., paper surveys or questionnaires) undoubtedly work well in formal settings such as lectures, or in schools,
where the audience is seated, contained, and probably neatly
arranged in rows, but such tools are hard to use in the push
and pull of a crowd at a science festival (Wiehe, 2014). Jensen
(2015) argues that technological tools such as apps or analysis
of social media data are one answer to embedding evaluation in
an institutional fabric. We agree that while such technologies are
undoubtedly valuable for ongoing evaluation in extended events,
or in permanent settings such as museums, they may not be
feasible or financially viable for one-off events or those held in
open spaces.
In this article, we offer our reflections on evaluation methodologies in informal settings, considering the question: “What
works in the field?”

WHAT KIND OF “FIELD”?
The Events

The Latitude Festival (LF) is typical of summer festivals held in
the UK and elsewhere. It is, literally, held in a field; a parkland in
south-east England. Audiences and performers camp there for up
to 4 days; venues range from full-scale theaters to pop-up, outdoor,
and individual performances. A varied bill of musicians, bands,
and artists features across four stages, and there are elements of
theater, art, comedy, cabaret, poetry, politics, and literature.1 In
2014 and 2015, the Wellcome Trust collaborated in a series of
events at LF, including traditional single-person presentations,
conversations between a presenter and a host, hosted panel
discussions, theater and poetry performances, interactive events,
and dance workshops.
Bristol Bright Night2 (BBN) was funded by the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie Actions, part of European Researchers’
Night.3 The BBNs in 2014 and 2015 offered events including a
Researchers’ Fair, long talks, “bite-sized” talks, interactive demonstrations, pop-up street theater, workshops, art installations,
debates, film screenings, and free entry to At-Bristol science
center and other informal venues (e.g., the Watershed and the
Hippodrome) across the city of Bristol in south-west England.
It is important to note that although both festivals included
some events for families, the majority, especially at LF, were aimed
at adults. While some of the methods we describe can be adapted
for use with children, our reflections are based on experiences of
conducting evaluations among adults.

The Evaluation Methods

Our experience suggests that the informality of the events and
venues in festivals should be reflected in the use of unobtrusive
and minimally disruptive evaluation methods. In an informal

http://www.latitudefestival.com/.
http://www.bnhc.org.uk/bristol-bright-night/.
3
http://ec.europa.eu/research/researchersnight/index_en.htm.
1
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event, the evaluator can be inconspicuous and immersed in the
crowd, experiencing the event from the crowd’s perspective.
Given that informal events are often “drop-in” or “pop-up,” with
no defined beginning or end, evaluation should not disrupt their
natural flow. Informal evaluation methods and observational
tools can address and overcome these issues; here, we discuss
some methods we have successfully used “in the field”.

online questionnaires is that people may ignore the invitation to
participate. This can be mitigated by sending a carefully worded,
friendly—and short—email alongside the link.
Like snapshots, online questionnaires do not disrupt people’s
enjoyment and are a convenient way to gather data. Respondents
are in their own space and so feel more comfortable and, with
no human interviewer to please (Couper et al., 2002), are probably more honest in their answers. People attending informal
science events often abandon paper questionnaires or leave them
incomplete. In our experience, online questionnaires have better
response rates than an equivalent paper questionnaire; the questionnaire sent out after BBN had a response rate of 33%.
We design questionnaires that are short and quick to complete,
comprising mostly closed questions (e.g., would you come to a
similar activity again?). Closed questions, which present the
respondents with a list of options, do not discriminate against
less responsive participants (De Vaus, 2002). Open-ended questions, which allow participants to provide answers in their own
terms (Groves et al., 2004) can be included where more reflective
answers are needed, but should ideally be kept to a minimum, as
they tend to have a lower response rate and may be seen as tedious
by the respondents (De Vaus, 2002).

“Snapshot” Interviews

Interviews allow the evaluator to closely examine the audience’s
experiences of an event, offering direct access to people’s observations and insights (Tong et al., 2007). However, in the midst of
a busy festival, people want to move quickly to the next event
and few are willing to spend 20–30 min in an intensive interview.
We find “snapshot” interviews to be a quick and focused method
of capturing lively and immediate feedback (DeWitt, 2009;
Bultitude and Sardo, 2012). They last no more than 2 min, asking
a small number of consistent, clear, and structured questions.
DeWitt (2009) argues that snapshots collect honest feedback, as
their proximity leads to “spur-of-the-moment answers.” On the
other hand, their shortness can mean that the data, while broad,
are shallow. This can, however, be mitigated by using simple and
robust questions; e.g., “what attracted you to this activity?”
Snapshot interviews fit the informal and relaxed atmosphere
of festivals, where people, in our experience, welcome the
opportunity for conversations with new people. Participants have
proved willing to be interviewed if they are assured it is going to
be very short, which encourages high participation. Snapshots
can be used with a variety of settings and audiences. They work
best in events (e.g., presentations) that have a set finishing time,
as the evaluator can easily catch audience members as they are
leaving. They can be used in free-form events (e.g., interactive
exhibitions), but this calls for more careful planning, as it is less
clear when people are likely to be ready to share their thoughts.
Because snapshot interviews are so short, they are best audiorecorded (rather than writing notes) to maintain the relationship
between interviewer and interviewee. At a festival, sampling
specific demographic groups can be difficult, as people move
from one activity to the next, depressing the representativeness,
and response rate. To overcome this, snapshot interviews can be
combined with observation (below).
At multi-venue events, such as BBN, another problem is that
people can be over-sampled, as evaluators in one location cannot
easily know to whom evaluators at another have spoken. This can
be mitigated by, for example, giving interviewees a small sticker
to attach to their clothing; a simple signal that they have been
interviewed. This also acts as a tally of the number of interviews.
Another issue is when to approach audience members. It is crucial that this happens after people have spent a reasonable amount
of time at the event, otherwise their feedback will be premature.
Evaluators need to place themselves where they can sense the
natural flow and approach people toward the end of their visit.

Observations

The use of observation in evaluation draws on its rich history
in ethnography, particularly because observation is considered
well suited to natural situations. Observation permits an evaluator to become a “temporary member of the setting (and thus)
more likely to get to the informal reality” (Gillham, 2010) (p. 28).
Observations complement other evaluation methods, allowing
the evaluator to contextualize other data, become aware of subtle
or routine aspects of a process and gather more of a sense of an
activity as a whole (Bryman, 2004). It is particularly useful when
the goal is to find out how the audience interacts with and reacts
to the activity or how they behave in a particular setting.
The self-effacement of evaluating as a participant–observer
(to a greater or lesser degree) (Angrosino, 2007) is particularly
important in small, intimate events, where a conspicuous evaluator could disturb the ambience. There are advantages to using one
person to make all the observations, in that they will maintain a
consistent outlook and behavior. However, this raises issues about
the evaluator’s subjectivity; one way around this is to carry out
comparative observations using a team of evaluators. If there are
multiple evaluators, they will need to agree on how they will use
the guide and the method of conducting the observation.
Whether working singly or in a team, we devise a standard
observation guide to allow evaluators to gather data as efficiently
as possible. The guide includes space for observations on audience
composition (age range, male/female ratio, etc.), outside problems
(weather, noise, traffic, etc.), presenters (age, confidence, activity level, etc.), venue layout, audience engagement, and activity
type and description. We suggest observers put themselves in an
unobtrusive location, from where they can record data such as
audience size, participation, interaction, and reactions. Using the
guide, evaluators can take detailed, structured notes “live,” which
can be supplemented by additional reflections immediately after
the event.

Online Questionnaires

Online questionnaires offer an alternative to snapshot interviews.
If people have given permission, they can be sent a link to an
online questionnaire shortly after the event. The disadvantage of
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Autonomous Methods

evaluator to covertly observe characteristics such as age, ethnicity,
and sex. Spicer (2012) recommends having a “suggestion box”
for people who feel uncomfortable leaving private comments on
a public wall.

At festivals, multiple events occur concurrently and we have
therefore found it useful to employ evaluation tools that allow
us to collect data simultaneously from a variety of events and
without an evaluator necessarily being present. A further bonus
of autonomous methods is that because they do not involve
interaction in person, audience members who dislike having to
say “no” to an evaluator have an alternative route to contribute.
Although an over-enthusiastic evaluator might not quite traumatize or alienate a potential participant (Allen, 2008), employing
autonomous methods helps ensure the atmosphere of the event
is unaffected and the disruption to participants’ enjoyment is
minimized.
Two autonomous methods we have used are:

Feedback Cards

For LF and BBN, we designed cards with questions/prompts
on one side and the other side left blank for responses (see
Figure 2). Some questions were generic: “what do you think
about this activity?” while others were specific: “how do you
feel about neuroscience?” These are questions that might be
asked in an online survey or snapshot interview (and indeed
can allow the evaluator to triangulate data across an event) but
the value of feedback cards does not lie in the differences in
the framing of the questions but in the possibility of reaching
multiple or reluctant responders.
Depending on the style of the event, cards can be placed on
seats, displayed on exhibits, be available at the entrance/exit or
handed out by evaluators. For anonymous collection, we ask
people to post completed cards in highly visible, strategically
located boxes.
Feedback cards are not wholly reliable. When visitors take the
time to add their comments, we have gathered rich, insightful,
meaningful, and interesting comments. However, cards can easily
be ignored, mis-used, or left blank. The style of event also matters: at BBN, with predominantly drop-in or promenade events,
feedback cards produced little data but they were extremely
successful at LF, where events had fixed durations.
Finding an appropriate distribution method that is unobtrusive but nonetheless encourages feedback is pivotal. At
BBN, some researchers were reluctant to have feedback cards
placed in their display areas and where they did have them,
did not encourage visitors to complete them. At the cost of
autonomy, we have used evaluators to hand out cards and
encourage responses. This can increase response rates but
the style of the evaluator then plays its part. Evaluators must
approach a large number of participants to get a decent number of responses, so they must be active in approaching and
engaging. They must also [pace Allen (2008)] be unintimidating and unthreatening.

Graffiti Walls

Simply a wall or huge piece of paper on which audience members
can draw or write, giving evaluators an insight into respondents’
thoughts and comments about the event (Rennie and McClafferty,
2014). Graffiti walls can include simple questions or prompts
to focus respondents’ thoughts (see Figure 1). This evaluation
method encourages interaction among audiences and with evaluators; seeing others’ contributions encourages people to add their
own. The walls can become very attractive, especially if evaluators
promote drawing as a means of expression, and this encourages
further feedback.
While photographs of the rich feedback on graffiti walls
certainly make a graceful addition to any evaluation report,
they can also be used to show changes in knowledge, behavior,
or understanding through the use of before and after drawings
(Wagoner and Jensen, 2010). For analysis, Spicer (2017) suggests
using a simple form of category analysis to group comments or
drawings by their commonalities, and thus allow the data to be
used in the same way as other qualitative data. For example, if
the wall asks the question “what was the best thing about xxx?”
the categories might include named activities, specific presenters,
general positive comments, knowledge gained, etc.
One drawback is that graffiti walls are not completely anonymous; although respondents will probably not include their name
or details alongside their contribution, it would be possible for an

Figure 1 | Graffiti wall at Bristol Bright Night (Sardo and Grand, 2016).
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contextualization of other data and reflect the whole process of
an activity. Although they can suffer from subjectivity, this can
be mitigated by the use of an observation guide.
Autonomous methods, such as graffiti walls and comment
cards, largely remove the evaluator as an active participant in
the feedback process and so can be less irritating and intrusive.
However, the completion rate relies heavily on evaluators
subtly but positively encouraging participants to complete
feedback.
Public engagement with science increasingly happens in
informal spaces, as part of wider cultural activity, free-form,
and flowing. Successful evaluation requires that we adapt our
methods to suit that environment.

ETHICS STATEMENT
The evaluation of the Wellcome Trust-sponsored science strand
at the Latitude Festivals (LF) was approved by the Faculty Ethics
Research Committee of the Faculty of Health & Applied Sciences,
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK. The evaluation
of the Bristol Bright Nights (BBN) was approved by the Faculty
Ethics Research Committee of the Faculty of Environment &
Technology, University of the West of England, Bristol, UK. All
subjects gave informed consent for the collection of data. For
snapshot interviews (used at LF) participants gave verbal consent,
which was audio-recorded. Information sheets, giving details of
how to withdraw data from the evaluation, were offered to participants. For online questionnaires (used at BBN), participants
read an information text and were required to indicate their
consent before they proceeded to the questionnaire. Information
on how to withdraw data was included in the questionnaire.
No personally identifying data were collected and all data were
made anonymous before use. The data were securely stored on a
password-protected computer.

Figure 2 | Examples of comments left on feedback cards, Latitude Festival
(Grand, 2015).

REFLECTION AND CONCLUSION
Like all good horticulture, there is more to working in the field
than simply counting the crop. Evaluation happens before, during
and after an event; preparing the field properly and working in
sympathy with the environment is crucial to success.
To support the development of engagement, evaluation can be
both formative and summative, and go further than headcounts
or anecdote. Traditional methods (e.g., in-depth interviews, focus
groups, and paper questionnaires), designed for formal venues, do
not work well in the informal settings where engagement increasingly happens. Evaluations should be tailored to the context, the
venue, the audience, and the activity; for informal settings this
means unobtrusive and non-disruptive methods that allow the
evaluators to experience the event from the audience’s perspective.
Interviews gather rich data but in busy, dynamic contexts
need to be kept short, to encourage participation by allowing
people to quickly move on to the next activity; such “snapshot”
interviews capture instant reactions and have high-participation
rates. An alternative is to use post-event online questionnaires;
these remove potential interviewer bias and allow participants to
feed back at a convenient time and consider their responses but
do mean that responses are delayed, rather than fresh. However,
post-event online questionnaires are only usable if organizers
have people’s permission to use their email addresses.
Detailed, structured observations can provide more
than headcounts and activity logs. Observations permit
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